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Presentation
By Fernando Grecco*
My path until I confessed being a huge fan of the Brazilian
music’s richness was very unusual, although somewhat
common for people from my generation.
It happened by 1990, when I was 20 years old, played the
electric and acoustic guitar as amateur and knew a few songs
from Edu Lobo. At this time, I used to listen to jazz and jazz
rock a lot, especially to Coltrane, Mahavishnu Orchestra, Miles
Davis, Return to Forever... Regarding Brazilian music, I had
a CD from Tom Jobim, Urubu, a masterpiece and one of my
favorites so far. Vinyl records were almost extinct and were
being replaced by CDs.
Then, at a friend’s house, I found an Edu Lobo’s vinyl, with a
picture in which he is walking, blurry, but apparently relaxed
with his hand on his pocket. From the first song, I was impressed:
the low tones of the piano in “Vento Bravo” announced many
things that were coming. In the A-side, there were “Zanga
Zangada”, “Porto do Sol”, among other gems. In the B-side there
was “Missa Breve”, the song the CD from 1972 is also named
after.
I already liked the Brazilian music, but henceforth I started
looking for everything from Edu Lobo, and since that time

I thought it would be beautiful to mix his compositions with
other genres such as jazz, Indian music, rock – a “melting pot”
where I could put the ingredients that influenced me and
combine their flavors.
Twenty years later, Borandá, a producer and label for the
Brazilian music was created. With it, my vital need and desire
to make music the way I always wanted and dreamed about,
was created too. With no submissions: Brazilian music, without
borders and labels.
In 2011, I met Miguel again, with whom I had played guitar
duos in the 90’s, and we unpretentiously started to study
Edu Lobo’s repertory, especially the songs from the 60’s, from
festivals and from the early 70’s. After 6 or 7 months, we had
a substantial repertory and we thought about Edgar (tabla),
who I met through Miguel at soirées that originated Borandá
in 2009. Tabla is a very traditional Indian instrument that
brings with it, when played with Edgar’s expertise, the whole
tradition of a rhythm system that enriched a lot the repertory
in which we were working. We played together a few times and
were satisfied with the result, but there was a fourth element
missing.
I know Beto Angerosa for a longer time, since 1986, when we
used to play together in an instrumental music float (“trio
elétrico” in Brazil). Now, when we decided that we needed

another percussion to make the sound more consistent and to go along with the tabla,
we unanimously mentioned his name. He brings percussions from all over the world –
from Brazil too, of course, but also from Spain, Africa, Turkey, the Balkans...
Thenceforth, we started working in the collective creation of the arrangements, giving
a different facet to Edu’s compositions, without losing its essence. You can listen to and
see the results in the video. Is it Brazilian music? Jazz? Indian music? Rock? Maybe it’s a
mix of it all and something more...
So this is our proposal with the Zanzibar Quartet: music without borders, with no
preconceived definitions. ”Cribbing” the great master Hermeto: Universal Music!
We would like to thank Edu Lobo for the wonderful and unique work in the history of
contemporary Brazilian music, as well as the artists and “gurus” from all over the world
who influenced us in this work and in our careers.
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Fernando Grecco: guitars and vocals
Miguel Fernandes: guitars
Beto Angerosa: percussion and vocals
Edgar Bueno: Indian tabla and vocals

(*) Fernando Grecco is a member of the group and artistic director at Borandá.

